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A Walrus's Dinner

One day Verb - Present ends in ING down the beach of Noun Noun . A family of walrus's

came on to shore in search of a new meal, but none of them could decide what they wanted to eat. The father

wanted Noun ,the two sons were Verb - Present ends in ING some in n out, and the mother was on a

Adjective and wanted a cesar salad. All four family Noun - Plural aruged as i Verb - Past 

Tense them from a Verb - Base Form . I decided to walk over and join in the argument to help them solve

their solution on what to eat for dinner. Knowing all three sounded like a good idea i had to think of something

Adjective for them to fill up their tummies. I suggested a couple options one of them was mexican food,

but the father said he would get a heart burn. So after my suggestions I said how about Red Lobster the sons said

we eat that everyday. We would like something new in our Noun . As i was Verb - Present ends in ING

so fustrated the mother says out loud how about some fresh choice they give you differnet options on what you

would like to eat. The Noun and two sons said yeah that sounds like a Adjective idea mom it's

some new that we haven't tryed yet. So the family was Adjective and walked to fresh choice ending with

big fat bellys nice n full.
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